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Abstract

Probabilistic inference was shown effective in non-deterministic diagnosis of end-to-end service
failures. To overcome the exponential complexity of the exact inference algorithms in fault prop-
agation models represented by graphs with undirected loops, Pearl’s iterative algorithms for poly-
trees were used as an approximation schema. The approximation made it possible to diagnose
end-to-end service failures in network topologies composed of tens of nodes. This paper proposes
a distributed algorithm that increases the admissible network size by an order of magnitude. The
algorithm divides the computational effort and system knowledge among multiple, hierarchically
organized managers. The cooperation among managers is illustrated with examples, and the re-
sults of a preliminary performance study are presented.1

1 Introduction

End-to-end network service failure diagnosis [19, 21] is a sub-task of fault localization [8, 10, 23]
that isolates host-to-host services responsible for availability or performance problems associated
with a communication between end-hosts. In [20, 21], probabilistic inference was applied to pro-
vide a non-deterministic solution to this problem. The probabilistic fault propagation model rep-
resenting the problem of end-to-end service failure diagnosis is a bipartite directed graph, which
contains undirected loops. To overcome the exponential computational complexity required by
the exact inference algorithms in graphs with loops, Pearl’s iterative algorithms for polytrees were
used as an approximation schema [21]. The algorithm introduced in [21] diagnoses end-to-end
service failures in network topologies composed of tens of nodes, but it does not scale well to
topologies composed of hundreds of nodes.

This paper expands on the iterative algorithm proposed in [21] and introduces its distributed ver-
sion that increases the admissible network size by an order of magnitude. The algorithm divides
the computational effort and system knowledge involved in end-to-end service failure diagnosis
among multiple, hierarchically organized managers. Each manager is responsible for fault lo-
calization within the network domain it governs, and reports to the higher-level manager which

1Prepared through collaborative participation in the Communications and Networks Consortium sponsored by the
U. S. Army Research Laboratory under the Collaborative Technology Alliance Program, Cooperative Agreement
DAAD19-01-2-0011. The U. S. Government is authorized to reproduce and distribute reprints for Government pur-
poses notwithstanding any copyright notation thereon.
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oversees and coordinates the fault localization process of multiple domains. With this organiza-
tion, the technique is suitable for end-to-end service failure diagnosis in networks with hierarchical
topologies, including IP networks.

The analysis within a domain is based on the topology information within this domain, with no
information about other domains’ configuration. The distribution of system knowledge among
managers makes the fault localization model, which is crucial to the algorithms’ operation, eas-
ier to obtain and maintain. In a given domain, fault localization aims at identifying faults that
occurred in this domain based on symptoms pertaining to the domain. Faults that occur on com-
munication links between domains are isolated by the higher-level manager, based on failures of
end-to-end paths which span multiple domains. To resolve ambiguity resulting from intra-domain
faults which affect multiple domains, the domain managers communicate their findings to the
overseeing manager and a consensus decision is reached before any results are published.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we give background information on applying
probabilistic inference to the problem of end-to-end service failure diagnosis. Section 3 introduces
the distributed version of the algorithm. Section 4 presents illustrative examples of cooperation
among managers. In Section 5, preliminary results of a simulation study are presented. The related
work is described in Section 6.

2 Centralized end-to-end service failure diagnosis

Consider layer 2 or 3 topology in which communication between end-hosts is achieved through a
network of bridges or routers. A failure of a host-to-host link in a given layer may cause a failure
of an end-to-end service provided between two end-hosts along the path that includes the mal-
functioning host-to-host link. To diagnose the end-to-end service problem, one needs to identify
the faulty host-to-host link. We refer to this problem as the problem of end-to-end service failure
diagnosis [19, 18]. Ability to isolate both availability and performance problems associated with
host-to-host connections, which are responsible for the observed malfunctioning of end-to-end
services in a given layer, is an important step toward a comprehensive solution to the problem of
multi-layer fault diagnosis in communication systems.

End-to-end service failure diagnosis uses a directed bipartite graph as a fault propagation model,
whose parentless vertices represent host-to-host failures (link failures), and childless vertices rep-
resent the resultant end-to-end service failures (path failures). To build such a graph, knowledge
of network topology and current routing information is required. A short survey of techniques
that allow such a model to be built automatically is presented in [17]. In this paper, we do not
restrict ourselves to any of the possible methods [2, 13, 16]. In end-to-end service failure diagno-
sis, host-to-host and end-to-end service failures are considered faults and symptoms, respectively.
The diagnosis of performance-related or upper layer end-to-end service problems requires a prob-
abilistic fault model, in which parentless vertices (representing root causes) are labeled with in-
dependent failure probabilities and the directed edges are weighted with conditional probabilities
representing the strengths of causal influences between host-to-host and end-to-end service fail-
ures. Typically [10, 11, 21], a noisy-OR probability model is used in which all alternative causes
of the same effect are independent and combined using the OR logical operator.

Diagnosing end-to-end service failures may be mapped into the problem of finding the most prob-
able explanation of the observed evidence in belief networks [14]. While the problem is known
to be NP-hard [3], a polynomial-time inference algorithm was proposed for a restricted class of
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belief networks represented by singly-connected graphs [14]. The algorithm is commonly referred
to as Pearl’s iterative belief propagation. In [21], Pearl’s algorithm is used as an approximation
schema for end-to-end service failure diagnosis based on fault propagation models with loops.
This section briefly summarizes these results.

Iterative belief propagation utilizes a message-
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Figure 1: Pearl’s belief propagation

passing schema, in which the belief network
vertices exchangeλ and π messages (Fig-
ure 1). MessageλX(vj) that vertexX sends
to its parentVj for every valid Vj ’s value
vj=0, 1, denotes a posterior probability of the
entire body of evidence in the sub-graph ob-
tained by removing linkVj→X that contains
X, given thatVj=vj . MessageπUi(x) that
vertexX sends to its childUi for every valid
value ofX, x=0, 1, denotes a probability that
X=x given the entire body of evidence in the
sub-graph containingX created by removing edgeX→Ui. Based on the messages received from
its parents and children, vertexX computes itsλ(x), π(x), andbel(x), wherebel(x) is the prob-
ability thatX=x given the entire evidence. MessagesλX(vj) andπUi(x), and functionsλ(x),
π(x), andbel(x) are calculated using the following equations [14].

λX(vj) = β
(
λ(1)− qvjVjX(λ(1)− λ(0))

∏
k 6=j

(1−cVkXπkX)
)

(1)

πUi(x) = α
∏
k 6=i

λUk(x)π(x) (2)

λ(x) =
n∏
i=1

λUi(x) (3)

π(x) =
{
α
∏m
j=1(1− cVjXπjX) if x = 1

α(1−
∏m
j=1(1− cVjXπjX)) if x = 0

(4)

bel(x) = αλ(x)π(x) (5)

In the above equations,cXUi = 1 − qXUi is the probability thatUi occurs givenX occurs,α is a
normalizing constant, andβ is any constant.

The belief propagation algorithm in polytrees starts from evidence vertices and propagates the
changed belief along the graph edges by computingbel(x), λX(vi)’s andπX(ui)’s in every visited
vertex. The technique introduced in [21] (Algorithm 1) adapts the iterative belief propagation
algorithm to the problem of fault localization with fault models represented by bipartite graphs
with undirected loops. In this event-driven technique, one traversal of the entire graph is performed
for every observed symptom. For each symptom a different ordering is defined that is equivalent
to the breadth-first order started in the vertex representing the observed symptom. The set of all
observed symptoms is denoted bySO.

Algorithm 1 (MPE through iterative belief updating)
Inference iteration starting from vertex Yi:

let o be the breadth-first order starting fromYi
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for all verticesX such asX is not an unobserved path vertex, along orderingo
computeλX(vj) for all X ’s parents,Vj , and for allvj ∈ {0, 1}
computeπUi(x) for all X ’s children,Ui, and for allx ∈ {0, 1}

Symptom analysis phase:
for every symptomSi ∈ SO run inference iteration starting fromSi
computebel(vi) for every vertexVi, vi ∈ {0, 1}

Fault selection phase:
while∃ link vertexVj for whichbel(1)>0.5 andSO 6=∅ do

takeVj with the greatestbel(1) and mark it as observed to have value of 1
run inference iteration starting fromVj
remove allSi such thatVj may causeSi fromSO
computebel(vi) for every vertexVi, vi ∈ {0, 1}

The computational complexity of the algorithm is bound byO(|SO||E|)⊆O(n5), whereE rep-
resents the set of belief network edges, andn represents the number of communication network
nodes. It is shown through simulation that the algorithm offers close to the optimal accuracy [21].
The approximation significantly improves the feasibility of fault localization over the exact (but
exponential) algorithm and allows the end-to-end service failure diagnosis to be efficiently per-
formed in networks composed of tens of nodes. Additionally [20], the algorithm does not require
the accurate knowledge of conditional probability distribution being able to retain high accuracy
when a few confidence intervals are used instead of the exact conditional probabilities. It is also
resilient to lost and spurious symptoms and allows positive symptoms to be incorporated without
increasing the algorithm’s computational complexity [20].

3 Distributed end-to-end service failure diagnosis

Centralized management has several well known shortcomings, which include:

• Single point of failure

• Inflexibility – the same management strategy is applied to the entire system even though
particular subsystems may have different requirements

• Inefficiency

• Vulnerability to security breaches resulting from maintaining the management information
of the entire system in a central location

• Infeasibility – when subsystems are in different administrative domains, obtaining manage-
ment information, such as topology, routing, or internal state, may be impossible outside of
the domain

In this paper, we propose a distributed fault management technique of end-to-end service failure
diagnosis, which takes advantage of the domain semantics of real-life communication systems.
The management domains considered by the technique correspond to administrative or routing
network domains. We adopt the hierarchical organization of the management system. Although
multiple levels of hierarchy are possible, for the sake of clarity (but without loss of generality)
we will describe a two level management system in which domain managers (DM) report to the
global manager (GM) overseeing the entire network. We assume that the following conditions are
met:
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1. Management domains are disjoint; clearly, this requirement is met when domains corre-
spond to IP subnetwoks identified by their network IP address and mask.

2. No path which begins and ends in the same domain includes nodes from another domain.
This requirement is met whenever hierarchical routing is used.

3. A domain manager is able to obtain topology and routing information in the domain it
manages. Consequently, for every path that begins and ends in the managed domain, it is
able to obtain a set of links within the domain through which the path service is provided.
This information may be non-deterministic.

4. The global manager is able to obtain the list of all links whose beginning and ending nodes
are located in different domains. In addition, for any pair of management domains, the
global manager identifies the set of inter-domain links used to provide a communication
service between the two domains.

We introduce the following notation.

D1, . . .,Dn The set of management domains within the managed system
DMi Manager of domainDi

di A unique identifier of domainDi, e.g., a network IP address and mask.
nk An identifier of a node in domainDi, e.g., its IP host address. Node

identifiers are unique within a domain.
di.nk Network-wide unique identifier of nodenk∈Di.

di.nk→dj .nl A directed link from nodedi.nk to nodedj .nl.
dj1 .np1

∗→djm .npm A directed, possibly multihop path from nodedj1 .np1 to nodedjm .npm
consisting of linksdj1 .np1→dj2 .np2 , . . ., djm−1 .npm−1→djm .npm .

sv:di.nk
∗→dj .nl A symptom associated with pathdi.nk

∗→dj .nl
fw:di.nk→dj .nl A fault associated with linkdi.nk→dj .nl

di
∗→dj The set of all paths which begin in domainDi and end in domainDj , i.e.,

di
∗→ dj = {di.nk

∗→dj .nl | nk ∈ Di andnl ∈ Dj}.
sz:di

∗→dj A symptom associated with the set of pathsdi
∗→dj , which indicates that

at least onesv:di.nk
∗→dj .nl occurred such thatnk ∈ Di andnl ∈ Dj .

From requirements 2 and 3 it is clear that a domain manager is able to diagnose all intra-domain
path failures observed within the domain it manages. Thus, for intra-domain fault localization the
system model and fault localization algorithm should be similar to those used in the centralized
management.

In a multi-domain environment, a fault in one domain may cause symptoms in other domains. For
example, a fault causing a failure of pathdi.nk

∗→di.nl, in domainDi may be observed as a failure
of an inter-domain pathdj1 .np1

∗→djm .npm , such thatdi.nk, di.nl ∈ {dj1 .np1 , . . . , djm .npm} and
di.nk precedesdi.nl. Such a pathdi.nk

∗→di.nl will be referred to as an intra-Di segment of
inter-domain pathdj1 .np1

∗→djm .npm .

In the technique proposed in this paper, an inter-domain symptomst1 :dj1 .np1

∗→djm .npm is han-
dled by the GM, which is able to identify intra-domain path segments which might have caused
st1 . GM delegates the task of intra-domain path segments’ diagnosis to the corresponding domain
managers. Thus, after symptomst1 is observed, GM will delegate the diagnosis of path segment
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di.nk
∗→di.nl to DMi. It does so by simply creating and reporting symptomst2 :di.nk

∗→di.nl to
DMi. With every such symptom a high level of uncertainty is associated: sincest1 might have
been caused by path segments located in domains other thanDi, symptomst2 passed toDMi is
likely to be spurious. While forwardingst2 toDMi the GM includes the value of the belief with
which the symptom should be considered spurious inDi, ps(st2), and the information on a path
between which two domains the failure occurred. TheDMi correlates symptoms received from
the GM with those reported internally in domainDi.

A failure of an inter-domain pathdj1 .np1

∗→djm .npm may also be caused by a failure of an inter-
domain linkdjs .nps→djs+1 .nps+1 , such thatdjs .nps , djs+1 .nps+1 ∈ {dj1 .np1 , . . . , djm .npm}. Fail-
ures of inter-domain links have to be isolated by the GM, since no domain manager has sufficient
knowledge about inter-domain connectivity to make this determination. During the process of di-
agnosing inter-domain symptoms, which might have been caused by both an inter-domain link fail-
ure and an intra-domain path-segment failure, the GM must collaborate with the domain managers.
The higher the probability that a fault occurred in domainDi, which might have caused the failure
of an intra-Di segment of an inter-domain path, the lower the probability that the inter-domain
path failure has been caused by any inter-domain link. Thus, before reporting an inter-domain link
as a possible cause of a failure of inter-domain pathdj1 .np1

∗→djm .npm , the GM requests from
the manager of each domainDi traversed by pathdj1 .np1

∗→djm .npm , the failure probability of an
intra-Di path segment ofdj1 .np1

∗→djm .npm , which is independent of any inter-domain symptom
observations. To ensure the independence, the intra-domain path-failure probability is calculated
by DMi based solely on the symptoms observed byDMi, excluding those thatDMi receives
from GM. As new evidence, inaccessible to GM, is observed and analyzed withinDi, the value of
this probability changes.

In the following section, we present a more detailed description of the proposed technique, in-
cluding the presentation of a distributed fault localization model, domain managers’ and GM’s
algorithms, and the cooperation between GM and the DMs.

3.1 Distributed fault propagation model

In a distributed technique, the responsibility for maintaining the fault localization model is shared
among DMs and the GM. Domain managers maintain fault propagation models for the domains
they manage. A fault propagation model built by managerDMi represents causal relationships
among path and link services provided within domainDi. Such a model may be built in ad-
vance and/or dynamically extended as symptoms related to particular paths are observed. For
every monitored pathdi.np1

∗→di.npm , DMi’s model contains verticesVp, Vl1 , . . ., andVlm−1 la-

beledsp:di.np1

∗→di.npm , fl1 :di.np1→di.np2 , . . ., flm−1 :di.npm−1→di.npm , respectively. It also
contains causal edges, each originating from one ofVl1 , . . ., andVlm−1 , which end atVp. Link
vertices are also labeled with prior failure probabilities, and causal edges are weighted with the
probability of the causal influence taking place.

As an example, consider a three-domain network presented in Fig. 2. To diagnose symptom
s4:2.17 ∗→2.19, given path2.17 ∗→2.19 consists of links2.15→2.19 and2.17→2.15, DM2 cre-
ates vertices labeleds4:2.17 ∗→2.19, f2:2.15→2.19 and f4:2.17→2.15, and connects vertices
f2:2.15→2.19 andf4:2.17→2.15 to vertexs4:2.17 ∗→2.19. DM2’s belief network presented in
Fig. 3 models fault propagation for symptomss1:2.15 ∗→2.16, s2:2.15 ∗→2.19, s3:2.15 ∗→2.18, and
s4:2.17 ∗→2.19.
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This model is dynamically extended as new symptoms are received from the GM. Recall that the
GM delegates a part of the fault diagnosis task initiated by an inter-domain symptom to DMs of
domains traversed by the corresponding path. Thus, for an inter-domain pathdj1 .np1

∗→djm .npm ,
which includes path segmentdi.nk

∗→di.nl, the GM forwards toDMi the following information:
symptomst:di.nk

∗→di.nl, the probability thatst is spurious inDi, ps(st), and a pair(dj1 , djm).
DMi creates (if it does not yet exist) a new vertexVp labeled withs̄p:dj1

∗→djm and then creates
a causal edge fromVp to vertexVt labeled withst:di.nk

∗→di.nl. VertexVp, which represents all
possible causes of symptomst that are external toDi, is additionally labeled withps(st). The
edge fromVp to Vt is assigned weight 1.0. In addition, for every symptom vertex the following
function is defined:state-of : V → {UNOBSERVED, OBSERVED-INTERNAL, OBSERVED-
EXTERNAL}.

As an example, consider link2.15→2.19

Figure 2: Multi-domain network topology

in domainD2 in Fig. 3, which belongs to
the shortest path between domainsD1 and
D0. Its failure may cause a failure of
inter-domain path1.22 ∗→0.28 consisting of
links 1.22→1.20, 1.20→1.24, 1.24→2.15,
2.15→2.19, 2.19→0.25, and0.25→0.28. The
GM identifies the following possible causes
of the symptom: intra-D1 path segment
1.22 ∗→1.24, link 1.24→2.15, intra-D2 path
segment2.15 ∗→2.19, link 2.19→0.25, and
intra-D0 path segment0.25 ∗→0.28. DM2 re-
ceives from the GM symptoms2:2.15 ∗→2.19,
ps(s2), and a pair(1, 0). It creates a vertex labeled̄s5:1 ∗→0 and connects it to the vertex labeled
s2:2.15 ∗→2.19 (Fig. 3). The failure of link2.15→2.19 may also cause problems in data transfer
from domainD1 to some of the nodes inD2, and from some of the nodes inD2 to domainD0. The
DM2 fault propagation model presented in Fig. 3 includes vertices and edges which are created
when failures of paths1.22 ∗→0.28, 1.23 ∗→2.18, 2.15 ∗→0.28, and1.20 ∗→2.16 occur.

Figure 3:DM2’s belief network

A fault propagation model built by the global manager is concerned with connectivity among
domains rather than particular nodes. It contains three types of vertices: those representing inter-
domain links, inter-domain path sets, and domains. Suppose connectivity between domainsDi
andDj is provided using an inter-domain linkdjs .nps→djt .npt and intra-domain path segment
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du.nk
∗→du.nl. The model should contain a vertexVp labeled withsp:di

∗→dj , which represents
the set of all paths that begin inDi and end inDj , vertexVl labeled withsl:djs .nps→djt .npt , and
vertexVd representing domainDu labeled withD:du. The causal edges point from verticesVl
andVd to vertexVp. VertexVd is additionally labeled with prior failure probability equal to 1.0.
The edge betweenVd andVp is labeled withpc(du, di, dj), i.e., the probability that as a result of
faults inDu, any intra-Du path segment is affected that belongs to at least one path in the path-set
di
∗→dj . Observe that each vertex labeled withdi

∗→dj in GM’s model is connected to at least two
vertices representing a domain, i.e., these labeled withD:di andD:dj . Similarly to DMs, GM
provides functionstate-of : V → {UNOBSERVED, OBSERVED}, which is defined for each
symptom vertex. Fig. 4 presents an example belief network created by a global manager of the
network in Fig. 2.

Figure 4: GM’s belief network

3.2 Global manager’s fault localization algorithm

We begin describing the distributed fault localization algorithm proposed in this paper by present-
ing the algorithm executed by the global manager (Algorithm 2). The GM’s algorithm is composed
of three phases, which may be interleaved. However, for the sake of clarity, they are presented as
separate components.

Model synchronization phase aims at initializing or adjusting conditional probability values as-
signed to the causal edges between vertices representing domains and inter-domain paths as de-
fined in Section 3.1. This phase must be first executed when the model is initialized and then
repeated before final fault selection is made. The purpose of the repeated model synchronization
is to update the values of the conditional probabilities assigned to edges between domain and path
vertices, which have changed during fault localization process as a result of intra-domain symp-
toms analysis. When model synchronization is repeated in the fault selection phase, thefor loop
iterates only through observed inter-domain path vertices. The other vertices are ignored, as any
modifications to causal probabilities assigned to their inbound edges would have no effect on the
overall result.

Symptom analysis phase, given an inter-domain symptom, performs one iteration of probabilistic
inference proposed in Algorithm 1 using the GM’s internal fault propagation model. Then, through
reporting a symptom, it requests that managers of domains traversed by the inter-domain path
perform the same operation using their internal models based on symptoms received from the
GM. Observe that in GM’s model, vertexVp labeled withsp:di

∗→dj is assigned the value of 1 as
soon as the first symptom referring to a path belonging to the setdi

∗→dj is observed. Subsequent
failures of paths from this set are ignored by the GM, which significantly reduces the amount of
computation performed by the GM. Also observe that intra-domain path segments of an inter-
domain path are easy to determine by scanning the sequence of inter-domain links used to provide
connectivity from the domain of origin to the destination domain.
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Algorithm 2 (Global Manager’s Fault Localization Algorithm)
Model synchronization phase:

for every vertexVp labeled withdi
∗→dj

for every vertexVd labeled withD:du such thatVd andVp are connected
obtainpc(du, di, dj) and label edge(Vd, Vp) with pc(du, di, dj).
run inference iteration starting fromVd

Symptom analysis phase:
for every observed symptomsu:di.nki

∗→dj .nkj such thatdi 6= dj
let Vp be the vertex labeled withsp:di

∗→dj
if state-of (Vp) =UNOBSERVED

setstate-of (Vp) =OBSERVEDandVp = 1
run inference iteration starting fromVp

for every intra-domain path segment ofdi.nki
∗→dj .nkj , du.nm

∗→du.nl
createst:du.nm

∗→du.nl and calculateps(st)
forward{st, ps(st), (di, dj)} toDMu

Fault selection phase:
run model synchronization phase for only those path-verticesVp

for whichstate-of (Vp) =OBSERVED
computebel(vi) for every vertexVi, vi ∈ {0, 1}
run fault selection phase of Algorithm 1

To complete the description of GM’s algorithm, it remains to explain the calculation ofps(st).
Valueps(st) sent toDMu along with symptomst is defined as the probability that the observed
inter-domain symptom in path setsp:di

∗→dj is caused by links or domains other than domain
Du. In Pearl’s probabilistic inference, probability thatVl = 1 causesVp = 1 is represented by
cVl,VpπVl(vp = 1) (Eq. 2) received by vertexVp. Thus, assuming that vertexVu is the one labeled
with D:du andPar(Vp) denotes the set of all parents ofVp, ps(st) may be calculated using the
following equation:

ps(st) = 1−
∏

Vl∈Par(Vp);Vl 6=Vu

(
1− cVl,VpπVl(vp = 1)

)
= 1− 1− π(vp = 1)

1− cVu,VpπVu(vp = 1)
(6)

3.3 Domain manager’s fault localization algorithm

Domain manager in domainDi receives symptoms from two sources: from nodes inDi and from
the global manager. When a symptom from the global manager is observed,DMi first updates
the model as described in Section 3.1. Then it marks the symptom vertex as observed outside
domainDi and runs one inference iteration starting from this vertex. When an internal symptom
is observed it overrides any previous external observations of the same symptom. The causal
relationships between the symptom vertices and vertices representing causes outside ofDi are
removed, as the symptom is now known to have been caused by a fault in domainDi. Until the
internal symptom is cleared, no future external observations of the same symptom are taken into
account.
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Algorithm 3 (Domain Manager’s Fault Localization Algorithm for Domain Di)
Symptom analysis phase:

for every observed symptomsp:di.nk
∗→di.nl

let Vp be the vertex labeled withsp:di.nk
∗→di.nl

if sp is received from GM in message{sp, ps(sp), (du, dj)}
if state-of (Vp) =OBSERVED-INTERNALthen continue /* ignoresp */

assign weightps(sp) to edge(Vs, Vp), whereVs is labeled withss:du
∗→dj

setstate-of (Vp) =OBSERVED-EXTERNALandVp = 1
run inference iteration starting fromVp

else /*sp is internal */
assign weight 0 to every edge(Vs, Vp), whereVs is not a link vertex inDi
setstate-of (Vp) =OBSERVED-INTERNALandVp = 1
run inference iteration starting fromVp

Fault selection phase: identical to Algorithm 1

In addition to the above algorithm,DMi calculatespc(di, dj , du) required by the GM in model
synchronization phase of its algorithm (Algorithm 2). LetGii,j be a set of border nodes inDi
which are used as gateways accepting traffic fromDj , andGoi,u be a set of gateways inDi which
forward traffic toDu. We defineIDi(dj , du) as the set of intra-Di paths whose failure may affect
communication betweenDj andDu using the following equation.

IDi(dj , du) =


{di.nk

∗→ di.nl|nl ∈ Goi,u, nk ∈ Di} if dj = di

{di.nk
∗→ di.nl|nk ∈ Gii,j , nl ∈ Di} if du = di

{di.nk
∗→ di.nl|nk ∈ Gii,j , nl ∈ Goi,u} otherwise

(7)

Functionpc(di, dj , du) is interpreted as the probability that a failure occurs on at least one path
in IDi(dj , du), which is independent of any external symptom observations. We also define
ChildI(Vl) as the set of all children ofVl whosestate-of ()= OBSERVED-INTERNALand
VL as the set of all link vertices inDi. Functionpc(di, dj , du) is calculated using the following
equations.

pc(du, di, dj) = 1−
∏
Vl∈VL

(
1− bel∗(vl)(1−

∏
Vp∈IDu(di,dj)

qVl,Vp)
)

(8)

bel∗(vl) = αλ∗(vl)π(vl) (9)
λ∗(vl) =

∏
Vc∈ChildI(Vl)

λVc(vl) (10)

4 Examples

In this section, we illustrate the algorithms proposed in this paper with examples using the network
presented in Fig. 2. We also assume that fault localization models of the GM andDM2 are those
presented in Figs. 4 and 3. Belief network models ofDM0 andDM1 are not shown.
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4.1 Inter-domain link failure example

In the first example, we consider a scenario in which a fault occurs in inter-domain link
1.24→2.15. As a result, three inter-domain symptoms are observed indicating failures of paths
1.20 ∗→2.16, 1.21 ∗→0.26, and1.23 ∗→2.19. When the failure of path1.20 ∗→2.16 is observed, the
GM runs one iteration of belief updating starting from node labeleds3:1 ∗→2. This process identi-
fies link1.24→2.15 as a possible cause of the observed path failure. At the same time, the GM del-
egates the diagnosis of intra-domain path segments which may also be responsible for the failure of
1.20→2.16 to domain managersDM1 andDM2 by sending messages{1.20 ∗→1.24, 0.003, (1, 2)}
and{2.15 ∗→2.16, 0.003, (1, 2)}, respectively. Table 1 presents the list of inter- and intra-domain
links whosebel(1) exceeds0.1 after this operation. It shows that neitherDM1 norDM2 is able to
single out a fault meeting this criterion after the first symptom observation. The results of subse-
quent symptoms’ analysis are presented in Table 1. Observe that the third symptom (1.23 ∗→2.19)
is ignored by the GM as it belongs to the same path set as one of the symptoms previously an-
alyzed (1.20 ∗→2.16). Observe also that, in this example, the model synchronization phase does
not contribute any changes to the results of GM’s fault diagnosis process, since no intra-domain
symptoms have been observed.

Table 1: Fault diagnosis process of faultf1:1.24→2.15
GM DM0 DM1 DM2

Symptom analysis phase:
Path failure 1.20

∗→2.16

Symptoms 1
∗→2 1.20

∗→1.24 2.15
∗→2.16

Suspect faults 1.24→2.15

Path failure 1.21
∗→0.26

Symptoms 1
∗→0 0.25

∗→0.26 1.21
∗→1.24 2.15

∗→2.19
Suspect faults 1.24→2.15

Path failure 1.23
∗→2.19

Symptoms,ps() ignored 1.23
∗→1.24 2.15

∗→2.19
Suspect faults,bel() 1.24→2.15

Model synchronization phase:
Suspect faults,bel() 1.24→2.15

Fault selection phase:
Identified faults 1.24→2.15

4.2 Intra-domain link failure

In the second example, we consider a scenario in which a fault occurs in intra-domain link
2.15→2.19. Since this link is used by the backbone route between domains 1 and 0, inter-domain
symptoms may be generated as a result of the failure. The complete sequence of symptoms gen-
erated in the scenario and their diagnosis process are presented in Table 2. Before the model
synchronization phase, confidence associated with failures of links1.24→2.15, 2.19→0.25, and
2.15→2.19, is 0.29, 0.80, and 0.99, respectively. Thus, without this phase, two faults would be
chosen by the algorithm:2.19→0.25, and2.15→2.19. Updating the model with the information
learned byDM2 from the internal symptoms it observed allows fault2.19→0.25 to be eliminated.
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Table 2: Fault diagnosis process of faultf2:2.15→2.19
GM DM0 DM1 DM2

Symptom analysis phase:
Path failure 1.22

∗→0.28

Symptoms 1
∗→0 0.25

∗→0.28 1.22
∗→1.24 2.15

∗→2.19
Suspect faults 1.24→2.15

2.19→0.25

Path failure 2.17
∗→2.19

Suspect faults 1.24→2.15 2.17→2.15
2.19→0.25 2.15→2.19

Path failure 1.23
∗→2.18

Symptoms 1
∗→2 1.23

∗→1.24 2.15
∗→2.18

Suspect faults 1.24→2.15 2.15→2.19
2.19→0.25

Path failure 2.15
∗→0.28

Symptoms 2
∗→0 0.25

∗→0.28 2.15
∗→2.19

Suspect faults 1.24→2.15 2.15→2.19
2.19→0.25

Path failure 2.15
∗→2.18

Suspect faults 1.24→2.15 2.15→2.19
2.19→0.25

Model synchronization phase:
Suspect faults 2.15→2.19

Fault selection phase:
Identified faults 2.15→2.19

5 Preliminary Simulation Study

This section presents the preliminary results of a simulation study designed to verify concepts
in this paper. We use Brite network topology generator [12] to build random, two-level network
topologies similar to those of the Internet. Then we build a belief network representing rela-
tionships among end-to-end and hop-to-hop services in this communications network assuming a
shortest-path routing algorithm. In the belief network, prior link failure probabilities are randomly
generated as uniformly distributed random variables over the range(0.0001, 0.001). Conditional
probabilities in domain managers’ models are randomly generated from range(0, 1). We as-
sume that all intra-domain path services are observable, i.e., if as a result of a fault a path failure
occurs, the corresponding symptom is always observed by the DM. The observability ratio for
inter-domain paths is related to the number of network domains. We vary the number of domains
between 10 and 25, using observability ratios of2% and .5%, respectively. We vary the size of
network domains from 5 to 25 nodes. Thus the overall experiment covers networks consisting of
50-1250 nodes.

The test scenarios are generated using the belief network model built by the managers. This
technique of generating scenarios assumes that the fault propagation model accurately represents
relationships among faults and symptoms. Two performance metrics are calculated: detection rate
DR defined as a percentage of faults occurring in the network which are isolated by the technique,
and false positive rateFPR defined as a percentage of faults reported by the technique that are
not occuring in the network. The preliminary results of this simulation study are shown in Table 3.

We distinguish three types of experiments: those involving only intra-domain link failures, those
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Table 3: Simulation study results (DR – detection rate, FPR – false positive rate)
Symptom types

No. of Domains Nodes Total Inter-domain Intra-domain Mixed
per domain nodes DR FPR DR FPR DR FPR

5 50 .80 .06 .95 .04 .70 .06
10 100 .90 .02 .95 .04 .80 .04

10 15 150 .95 .02 .95 .04 .90 .02
20 200 .90 .00 .95 .02 .85 .02
25 250 .85 .00 .90 .02 .70 .02
5 250 .80 .06 .95 .06 .85 .06
10 500 .95 .04 .90 .06 .85 .06

50 15 750 .95 .04 .90 .04 .75 .04
20 1000 1.0 .02 .85 .04 .70 .02
25 1250 1.0 .02 .85 .02 .65 .02

involving only inter-domain link failures, and those involving both types of failures. Clearly, the
mixed-failure scenarios are the most difficult to diagnose since they always involve at least two
concurrent faults and the interpretation of their symptoms, which may overlap, leads to ambiguity.
Irrespective of the scenario type used, we observe the relationship between the network topology
size and the fault localization accuracy achievable with the distributed algorithm. This observation
is consistent with the results of the simulation study utilizing the centralized algorithm [21]. This
study shows that as the network size grows, as a result of the increasing number of possible failure
suspects, the probability of proposing a highly probable, but incorrect or partly correct solution
increases.

6 Related work

Many researchers have recognized the importance of distributed fault localization [1, 9, 23]. How-
ever, few distributed fault localization techniques have actually been proposed. The theoretical
foundation for the design of such systems has been laid by Bouloutas et al. [1] and Katzela et
al. [9], who investigate different schemes of non-centralized fault localization: decentralized and
distributed schemes. The technique proposed in this paper has properties of both these schemes.
Similarly to the decentralized scheme [9], we envision a hierarchy of managers with a central man-
ager (GM) making the final fault determination. Unlike in the decentralized scheme [9], however,
the GM not only arbitrates among solutions proposed by the domain managers, but also partici-
pates in the actual fault determination by proposing its own hypothesis composed of network faults
that cannot be identified by the domain managers.

This paper utilizes Pearl’s belief updating [14] as an approximation scheme [21, 20] in fault lo-
calization performed by the managers on all layers of the hierarchy. Other non-deterministic
fault localization algorithms could be considered for this purpose: maximum mutual dependency
heuristics [10], statistical methods [5], or the incremental algorithm proposed in [18]. Of those
the maximum mutual dependency heuristics [10] would be difficult to apply to the problem of
end-to-end service failure diagnosis as it relies on the causal relationships among network faults,
while in end-to-end services model, all host-to-host services are independent of one another.

Belief networks have previously been applied to the problem of fault diagnosis, but the reported
solutions are limited to rather narrow applications [4, 6, 22]. These solutions either assume a tree-
shaped belief network model [22] or disregard uncertainty involved in causal relationships between
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faults symptoms, i.e., conditional probabilities are 0,1-values [4, 6]. The approach proposed in this
paper is more general in this respect.

7 Conclusion and future work

This paper introduces a distributed non-deterministic fault localization algorithm suitable for the
diagnosis of end-to-end service problems in communication systems. It builds upon the previously
proposed centralized algorithm [21], and increases the admissible network size by an order of
magnitude. The algorithm divides the computational effort and system knowledge involved in
end-to-end service failure diagnosis among multiple, hierarchically organized managers. With
such an organization, the technique is suitable for end-to-end service failure diagnosis in networks
with hierarchical topologies, including IP networks.

Future work will involve several important improvements to the proposed technique. The accuracy
of the algorithm needs to be increased in scenarios involving mixed types of faults. The perfor-
mance of the algorithm may be further improved by having the GM delegate the fault diagnosis
task to the managers of only those domains that are the most likely to contain a faulty link. The
theoretical analysis of signaling overhead of the algorithm is also required. Finally, an extensive
simulation study will be conducted.
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